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Ocean conservation is a global concern and marine protected areas (MPAs) are prominent on the ocean conservation agenda (Campbell et al. 2016). Although terrestrial protected areas (PAs) date to the late 1800s, MPAs have a more recent history. From fewer than 500 MPAs prior to 1985 (Kelleher 1999), MPAs number around 18,000 in 2020, covering almost 8 percent of global oceans and 18 percent of oceans within the 200-mi exclusive economic zone (EEZ) of coastal states (as of April 13, 2021, https://www.protectedplanet.net/marine, Protected Areas Coverage in 2021).

In this chapter, we theorize MPA expansion as a world-making project through which global oceans are transformed. World-making concerns the relationship between “representing” and “being in” the world (Goodman 1978; Hollinshead, Ateljevic, and Ali 2009; Escobar 2018) and can occur at a variety of social and geographic scales; it is additionally meaningful for our analysis given the global scale of ocean transformation (see also, Zalik, Chapter 35 in this volume). Transformation can take many forms, including materially when MPAs restrict or eliminate resource use. From a critical resource geography perspective, this represents an “unmaking” of resources with value in extraction (e.g., as fish, oil, or other commodities) and a “remaking” of resources with value in non-extraction (e.g., as carbon sinks, recreation opportunity, or political capital). We are interested in how MPA expansion—and in particular, global maps documenting that expansion—transforms “imaginative geographies” (Gregory 1995) of the oceans, shaping the way oceans and ocean resources are seen and, in turn, possibilities for governing them.

Drawing on critical cartography, we understand maps of MPA expansion as both processual (in a state of “becoming” rather than settled) and performative (both reflecting and shaping the world). Mapping is key to the world-making we describe, as global maps of MPAs, incrementally and repeatedly added to, perform progress toward “global oceans conserved.” To support our argument, we organize the chapter as follows. First, we review imaginative geographies of oceans and situate our work in critical cartography. Second, we draw on our research on the global expansion of MPAs generally and emergence of large scale MPAs (LSMPAs) specifically to illustrate the processual
and performative nature of mapping. We analyze the work done by maps of progress toward “global oceans conserved” and we look for points of “slippage” (Gibson-Graham 2008), where alternative ocean worlds are possible, by making our own maps.¹

**Imagining oceans, governing oceans**

In *The Social Construction of the Ocean*, Steinberg (2001) explores the link between how humans imagine and govern oceans. A dominant western construction of oceans as “unpeopled” spaces of nature supports prioritizing the free, frictionless, and unfettered movement (of military, capital, and communications) across a smooth surface. Oceans have also been constructed as an inexhaustible source of resources and sink for pollution, an imaginative geography that suggests governance is unnecessary (Gray 2018). These long-standing constructions increasingly compete with alternatives that “people” oceans in various ways. For example, the “middle passage”—the transatlantic route followed by ships carrying enslaved Africans to the Americas—involves a geography of the Atlantic Ocean that is “only thinkable through … traces of extreme violence and loss” (Lehman 2018, 298) and that, in turn, directs efforts to commemorate it. Contemporary discourses of Blue Economy position oceans as a frontier for capitalist expansion (Havice and Zalik 2018) and also as spaces where small-scale fishers make their living and where Blue Justice is needed (Silver et al. 2015; Voyer et al. 2018). In contrast, MPA proponents concerned about biodiversity invoke an “overuse narrative” (Steinberg 2008) that describes oceans as in crisis and need of intervention. This narrative has recently been extended to the high seas, as conservationists concerned with “governance gaps” construct an imaginative geography that recognizes remote open water spaces as amenable to enclosure for conservation (Gray 2018).

Since many people are “underexposed” to oceans (Steinberg 2008), with limited or no material interactions, imaginative geographies are particularly important to how people understand ocean worlds. Although discourses (e.g., Blue Economy), narratives (e.g., of overuse), and metaphors (e.g., sources and sinks) all inform and reflect imaginative geographies of oceans and ocean resources, in this chapter, we focus on the world-making accomplished through mapping. From a starting point in 2006, maps of global oceans have changed incrementally with dramatic results. What was once mapped as a vast, undifferentiated “blank” space has been disrupted by more, and especially larger, LSMPA polygons (see Figures 36.1 and 36.2). Maps “stimulate the imagination of their audiences” (Caquard 2011, 136) and inform how society conceptualizes human–ocean relations (St Martin 2001; Steinberg 2009; Boucquey et al. 2019). Again, “underexposure” to oceans means that maps and visualizations are central to how oceans are seen and known and geographic imaginaries formed.

Seeing and knowing are always partial, and mapmakers choose what to represent on their maps (Bryan, Chapter 37 in this volume). Prior to the critical turn in cartography, mapmakers grappled with the implications of choice but treated it as a technical necessity that could be made objectively. Beginning in the 1980s, geographers began to question the “truth value” of maps as objects (Kitchin and Dodge 2007) and to treat choice as reflecting the values and biases of mapmakers. Thus, critical cartography sought to reveal the “hidden, and sometimes hideous, narratives and agendas embedded in maps” (Caquard 2011, 136), or their “second text” (Kitchin and Dodge 2007). The point in identifying hidden agendas was to circumvent or oppose them and counter-mapping emerged as one way of doing so. In short, cartographers recognized maps as political.

The critical approach broadened beyond revealing the politics of maps to consider maps as both performative and processual (Caquard and Cartwright. 2014). A performative...
Figure 36.1  Large-scale marine protected areas prior to 2006. Map by authors.

Figure 36.2  Large-scale marine protected areas as of March 2020. Map by authors.
understanding of maps attends to the “work that maps do, how they act and shape our understanding of the world” (Pickles 2004, 12). In representing, maps simultaneously “provide the very conditions of possibility for the worlds we inhabit and the subjects we become” (Pickles 2004, 5). A processual understanding of maps shifts the focus from “ontology (what things are) to ontogenetic (how things become)” (Caquard 2015, 229). Maps become through data, knowledge, and practices that combine to coproduce reality (Crampston 2009), such that maps are not so much copies of the world but achievements (compare to Hollinshead, Ateljevic, and Ali 2009). If early critical work deconstructed and exposed the “second text” of maps, this phase of critical cartography situated maps as a “compelling form of storytelling” (Caquard 2011, 136). It is in the use of the map, the repetition of the map’s story in a “particular setting for a particular purpose” (Caquard 2015, 229) that world-making can occur. Maps are made not just by the mapmaker but every time someone engages with them (Rossetto 2012).

Drawing on data, knowledge, and practices arising from our research on the human dimensions of LSMPAs (Gruby et al. 2016, 2017), we engage with maps of progress toward “global oceans conserved” in two ways. First, we engage as map-readers, identifying the dominant story of progress toward “global oceans conserved” and contextualizing it in the politics of global marine conservation. Second, we engage as mapmakers. We look for points of slippage and ontogenetic possibility by remapping LSMPAs to tell alternative stories about the transformation of global oceans and ocean resources. Our goal is to think through the role of mapping in the LSMPA phenomenon and, in doing so, bring critical cartographic theory to bear on questions of the making and unmaking of ocean spaces and resources.

Performing progress toward “global oceans conserved”

MPAs are central to global conservation efforts, as reflected in global targets for biodiversity conservation. The Convention on Biological Diversity’s (CBD) Aichi Target 11 encourages expansion of MPAs, and its marine component envisions that, by 2020, 10 percent of “coastal and marine areas, especially areas of particular importance for biodiversity and ecosystem services, are conserved through … protected areas and other effective area based conservation measures…” (CBD 2010). Among the CBD’s 20 Aichi Targets, the MPA component of Target 11, specifically its area coverage component, is one of the few likely to be met on schedule (UNEP-WCMC, IUCN, and NGS 2018; Campbell and Gray 2019).

Progress toward Target 11 in part reflects opportunity. When the CBD adopted its first MPA target in 2006, MPAs covered less than one percent of oceans, leaving ample room for expansion. Although MPAs have increased in number, most MPAs are coastal and small (almost two-thirds are less than 5 km²); we exclude them from our global maps as most cannot be seen at that scale. In contrast, LSMPAs are defined as larger than 100,000 km². Three LSMPAs were established prior to the 2006 target (Figure 36.1), but LSMPAs emerged as a phenomenon beginning in 2006 when the United States declared the Papahānaumokuākea US Marine National Monument and Kiribati announced its intention to create an LSMPA in 10 percent of its EEZ, the 12th largest EEZ in the world. LSMPAs have proliferated since and as of this writing, there are 37 LSMPAs (Figure 36.2), the majority in EEZs of small islands. More than half of LSMPAs are larger than 250,000 km² and five are larger than 1,000,000 km². Whether or not individual LSMPAs are established because of CBD Aichi Target 11, the LSMPA phenomenon will underwrite any success in reaching it. The 20 largest LSMPAs account for more than 65 percent of global MPA coverage (as of April 17, 2020, https://www.protectedplanet.net/marine, Size Distribution)
The global expansion of LSMPAs is a world-making project, supported by and illustrative of processual and performative mapping. In moving from Figures 36.1 to 36.2 over an 18-year period, the map of global oceans has been transformed from an undifferentiated blank space to one marked with LSMPA polygons, each representing a space of conservation in which resources once valued for extraction are reimagined and remade as resources valued for non-extraction (e.g., coral reefs supporting fisheries are transformed into tourist attractions). While this transformation occurs with MPAs generally, the scope of transformation via LSMPAs is unprecedented with entire EEZs and their resources remade. Although individual LSMPAs have their own stories, we argue that the power of the world-making project is in the collection, the iterative expansion of LSMPAs and maps of LSMPAs through repetition. As each additional LSMPA moves Parties to the CBD closer to achieving CBD Aichi Target 11, global maps of LSMPAs inspire the creation of more LSMPAs. Figure 36.2 reflects incremental, cumulative progress by countries toward shared goals as negotiated in multilateral forums like the CBD, which in turn reinforces the relevance of those forums and targets-based governance. In performing progress toward “global oceans conserved,” the map does work for global environmental governance.

Our maps are made with data from the World Database on Protected Areas (WDPA), the official dataset the CBD uses to measure progress toward Aichi Target 11. Figure 36.2 is our map of progress toward “global oceans conserved,” but there are others. The Atlas of Marine Protection (hereafter MPA Atlas) starts with WDPA data and replaces or updates MPA records using national or regional databases. It also distinguishes among LSMPAs according to level of protection (ranging from strictly protected to multiple-use areas) and legal status (whether the site is declared, designated, or implemented) (as of April 13, 2021, http://www.mpatlas.org/. The WDPA produces its own map that includes all MPAs, large and small (as of April 21, 2020, https://www.protectedplanet.net/MPA_Map.pdf).

The differences among these maps arise from choices made by mapmakers. For example, we include the full extent of the Marae Moana Marine Park (Cook Islands) as registered in the WDPA; the MPA Atlas does not. We exclude the announced but undesignated Kermadec Islands Ocean Sanctuary (New Zealand): the MPA Atlas also excludes it, but the WDPA includes it. The implications of our choices will be discussed further, but in spite of the differences among Figure 36.2, the MPA Atlas map, and the WDPA map, all three perform progress toward “global oceans conserved.”

As LSMPAs have expanded so too has debate about their ecological, economic, political, and social costs and benefits. Debate is captured in numerous scientific articles and the popular press. While we review and contribute to this debate elsewhere (Artis et al. 2020, Gruby et al. 2017), here we are interested in two features of the relationship between the debate about LSMPAs and LSMPA expansion. First, regardless of the merits of different points in the debate, the debate’s existence, extent, and nature reflect the significance of LSMPAs as a world-making project. LSMPAs have expanded at a fast rate and over a large extent, with each successive “largest” LSMPA announcement garnering mainstream press coverage. This attention draws a response, both from those supportive of LSMPAs and concerned that they are being oversold as the solution for ocean conservation. Second, maps performing progress toward “global oceans conserved” (Figure 36.2) motivate and simultaneously obscure points in the debate. For example, motivated by concerns that many LSMPAs allow resource extraction (Sala et al. 2018), the MPA Atlas map differentiates levels of protection and legal status in order to accurately describe protection “on the water.” The map can be read as a “check” on the story of progress. However, the map simultaneously reinforces the sense of progress: distinguishing among different levels of protection implies differentiated conservation action and suggests that further progress is
possible as LSMPA status can be updated when new implementation measures are enacted. The map changes and evolves as progress continues.

With the dominant performance of progress toward “global oceans conserved” in mind, we turn to four alternative maps. We made two of these: a map of LSMPAs in small island developing states (SIDS) (Figure 36.3) and a map of countries with the most LSMPA coverage (Figure 36.4). Two maps were made by others: a map of LSMPAs included in the Pew Bertarelli Ocean Legacy project (Figure 36.5, replicated by us) and a map of LSMPAs that are members of Big Ocean Network (Figure 36.6, reproduced with permission). Each alternative counters or modifies the dominant performance of progress toward “global oceans conserved.”

**LSMPAs in Small Island Developing States (SIDS)**

We are interested in how SIDS, motivated by the inequitable distribution of costs and benefits of global conservation initiatives, have responded to increased interest in ocean conservation. SIDS (the group designation of 38 island nations within the United Nations [UN]) have emerged as important actors in global forums with ocean interests, positioned as “ripe for developing, testing, and implementing new or expanded governance arrangements for ocean conservation” (Silver and Campbell 2018, 241). Relative to their position in the international political economy, SIDS play an outsized role in climate change diplomacy in part by exercising “moral leadership” (Betzold 2010). For marine biodiversity, Pacific SIDS have positioned themselves as leaders within the CBD and leverage this position to access resources and exert influence (Gruby and Campbell 2013). Establishing LSMPAs is well aligned with these efforts, and with work by several SIDS to rebrand SIDS as “Large Ocean States,” a challenge to institutionalized discourses that emphasize their small size and vulnerability (Chan 2018; Mawyer and Jacka 2018; Silver and Campbell 2018).

Maps of LSMPAs make islands visible collectively by directing attention to oceans and individually by making islands too small to see on a global map visible with their large EEZs filled in to highlight an LSMPA. LSMPA maps thus reinforce the Large Ocean State discourse, particularly when based on a “realist conception of power in international politics” as linked to territorial size (Chan 2018, 540). LSMPA maps project sovereignty over state space, and some states may realize increased sovereignty by using the LSMPA to protect biodiversity and/or claim benefits from resource use, e.g., in fisheries, tourism, or seabed mining. Although some LSMPAs are EEZ-wide “no-take” zones where resource extraction is prohibited, others include no-take LSMPAs within part of the EEZ or have designed an EEZ-wide LSMPA as multi-use. Palau, for example, has divided its EEZ into three zones, including the no-take Palau National Marine Sanctuary and an area for domestic fisheries intended to reclaim sovereignty over tuna resources (Gruby et al. 2017). Sovereignty is further strengthened when visibility is enhanced via remote monitoring and surveillance through, for example, the Project Eyes on the Seas program, a partnership between The Pew Charitable Trusts and Satellite Applications Catapult. Made available to help monitor and enforce LSMPAs specifically, these technologies can help SIDS overcome long-standing challenges associated with exercising sovereignty more generally (Chan 2018).

The global LSMPA map can support a story of increased island visibility and sovereignty and SIDS as leaders in ocean conservation. However, only three countries in the UN SIDS grouping—Kiribati, Palau, and Seychelles—have implemented LSMPAs (Figure 36.3). Most LSMPAs have been implemented by former colonial states in what are now territories, dependencies, and protectorates of those states. We mapped Figure 36.3 to think through the relationship between LSMPAs and sovereignty as well as potential sovereignty gains that LSMPAs present for non-sovereign territories. For example, we include Cook Islands in Figure 36.3 even though it is not in the UN SIDS group due to its “free association” with New Zealand. However, some UN
agencies recognize it as a SIDS. Further, the country is self-governed, a Cook Islander was the original LSMPA proponent, and a notion of Cook Islands’ nationalism was mobilized through the LSMPA project (Durbin 2018). There may be islands not fully sovereign that see LSMPAs as a means to bring attention to or facilitate governance ambitions. However, the global map of LSMPAs obscures the complex and heterogeneous sovereign status of many islands and the historical context from which sovereign status has emerged. States are not named in many global LSMPA maps (including Figure 36.2). In mapping Figure 36.3, we attempt to balance a story that acknowledges SIDS and island agency while revealing that most LSMPAs are not in SIDS. The question is not just whether and how LSMPAs enhance sovereignty, but sovereignty for whom? We explore this question in relation to contested state sovereignty in our next map.

LMPAs as an extension of neocolonial conservation

Figure 36.4 maps LSMPAs according to countries that have the most MPAs coverage: the United States, the United Kingdom (UK), France, Cook Islands, Australia, and Chile. With the exception of Australia and Cook Islands, these countries have achieved this coverage in large part via LSMPAs established in former colonies now governed as territories, dependencies, and protectorates, and often thousands of miles distant from the administrative center of sovereign power. This global LSMPA map visualizes the ongoing influence of a handful of wealthy and powerful nations that “rule the waves” militarily and economically. Figure 36.4 tells a story of a neocolonial ocean conservation project in which wealthy countries that have benefited from extractive activities in global oceans meet international conservation targets by establishing LSMPAs around distant oceanic islands. In doing so, these countries strengthen their own moral leadership in international forums like the CBD, where they can leverage MPA accomplishments in pursuit of other goals.

In revealing a neocolonial ocean conservation project, we draw attention to the role of LSMPAs in asserting sovereignty in places where it may be contested. The most egregious example is
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the UK government’s establishment of a no-take LSMPA in the British Indian Ocean Territory (BIOT), or Chagos Archipelago, in 2010. The Chagos Archipelago was excised in 1965 from the former British colony of Mauritius. Mauritius and displaced native Chagossians dispute UK sovereignty (Sand 2012) and the United Kingdom was widely criticized for using the LSMPA to reinforce territorial claims (De Santo 2020). Although the UN High Court ruled in favor of Mauritius’ territorial claim in February 2019 and the UN General Assembly supported the ruling in May 2019, the United Kingdom has refused to abide by the decision. Other LSMPA designations in UK overseas territories have been less politically fraught; e.g., Pitcairn Islands Marine Reserve reportedly enjoys unanimous support among inhabitants (Alger and Dauvergne 2017). Regardless, it is clear that LSMPAs are a priority of and initiated by the UK government; the UK government’s Blue Belt Program aims to establish MPAs in 4 million km$^2$ of oceans in UK overseas territories. As of this writing, it has reached 3.6 million km$^2$ (as of April 17, 2020, https://www.protectedplanet.net/marine, Coverage of National Waters).

The United Kingdom has also pursued marine conservation in domestic waters but via a decentralized and participatory approach to siting, establishing, and regulating marine conservation zones (MCZs). As of this writing, 211,000 km$^2$ were protected or 29 percent of the domestic EEZ. However, less than 0.001 percent of MCZs are strongly or fully protected versus at least 50 percent of LSMPAs in overseas territories. Similar trends are seen in other countries with LSMPAs in island dependencies, with more and more fully protected MPAs than in domestic waters. Although the United States is an exception with almost equal percentage protected in domestic waters and overseas, this is only because Papahānaumokuākea is in Hawai‘i, a state within the United States. Without Papahānaumokuākea, the United States has less than one percent of its domestic waters in strong or full protection where most forms of resource extraction are prohibited (O’Leary et al. 2016).

However, a map that reveals LSMPAs as a neocolonial conservation project can miss the story of how Indigenous peoples in particular places have mobilized in response to LSMPAs. For example, native Hawaiians have been involved with the establishment and ongoing management of Papahānaumokuākea US Marine National Monument, which, according to Kikiloi et al. (2017),

Figure 36.4 Nations with most large-scale marine protected areas coverage. Map by authors.
increasingly reflects native Hawaiians’ priorities and values, enhances cultural connection, and facilitates cultural practice. In Rapa Nui (Easter Island), Chile, a contested and initially top-down LSMPA process provided an opening to negotiate the relationship between the Chilean state and Rapa Nui as a “special territory” of Chile (Gruby et al. 2017). Through resistance by Rapanui people and subsequent consultations, an initial vision for a no-take marine park transitioned to a multiuse MPA that will be coadministered by a Sea Council with majority Indigenous Rapanui members (Zigler 2020). These examples illustrate that LSMPAs can provide opportunities for Indigenous peoples to strengthen connections or claims to ocean spaces. They temper the story of LSMPAs as neocolonial conservation and highlight sovereignty as a concern of Indigenous peoples within states. But the possibilities should not be overstated. In both Hawaiʻi and Rapa Nui, Indigenous responses to LSMPAs are varied. For example, some Rapanui assert that an LSMPA established without Chilean recognition of Rapanui sovereignty over land and sea is an extension of neocolonial power (Zigler 2020). A global map revealing LSMPAs either as neocolonial control or Indigenous empowerment fails to capture place-based politics at particular sites.

LSMPAs as NGO accomplishment

Environmental nongovernment organizations (NGOs) have played a central role in LSMPA expansion and “the emergence of a large MPA norm” (Alger and Dauvergne 2017, 31). National Geographic has led scientific expeditions to support the establishment of LSMPAs in remote areas through its Pristine Seas project. Conservation International supported the establishment of Kiribati’s Phoenix Islands Protected Area. The Nature Conservancy innovated a debt for “blue” nature swap to support marine spatial planning throughout Seychelles’ EEZ, which resulted in the recent designation of two LSMPAs. The Pew Charitable Trusts’ Pew Bertarelli Ocean Legacy project (hereafter Pew) aims to establish 15 fully protected marine parks of 200,000 km² or larger by 2022. We focus on Pew in this alternative map because it was the main NGO involved in four of five LSMPA sites we have studied (Gruby et al. 2017), and because it updates its own map of progress (as of April 21, 2020, https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/projects/pew-bertarelli-ocean-legacy, Where We Work).

We replicate Pew’s map as at April 21, 2020 (Figure 36.5). Although the scale is global, the map omits LSMPAs where Pew has not campaigned and sites where Pew has campaigned but LSMPAs were not established. Sites where LSMPAs are established and Pew campaigns complete appear as polygons. Dots denote active campaigns, even if LSMPAs are already established; these are sites where Pew is campaigning for enhanced protection. Overall, the map performs progress toward “global oceans conserved,” but this time emphasizing Pew’s work. More generally, the map performs NGOs as legitimate and effective actors in global ocean conservation.

Again, this map obscures as much as it reveals. The role of NGOs in establishing particular LSMPAs can be contentious. Opponents of LSMPAs mobilized concerns about Pew as an “outside” and “foreign” organization to successfully resist an LSMPA in Bermuda (Gruby et al. 2017) and unsuccessfully resist one in CNMI (Richmond et al. 2019). In Kiribati, views on Conservation International’s role in the Phoenix Islands Protected Area are mixed (Mitchell 2017). Alternatively, Alger and Dauvergne (2017) credit Pew with its investment in Pitcairn Islands, where the head of the campaign knocked on “every door” to garner unanimous support for the LSMPA. However, concerns about NGO involvement are also broader than individual campaigns. Even among LSMPA advocates, the role of NGOs and NGO claims about that role are sometimes contested. For example, Pew lists on its website LSMPAs “that governments have already designated as a result of our work [emphasis added]” (https://www.pewtrusts.org/nb/projects/pew-bertarelli-ocean-legacy/where-we-work, as of April 17, 2020). Pew, like all
NGOs, needs to demonstrate effectiveness to retain support from funders; this is their reality (Jepson 2005). However, in our research, some national and local actors complained that their own efforts to secure LSMPAs are overshadowed or undermined by NGO claims.

These complaints reflect more than interpersonal politics or resentment about who gets credit for what. They speak to concerns about sovereignty. Occurring at a time when many governments are in retreat from large projects to govern public resources, LSMPA expansion has only been possible through support by mostly US-based NGOs and philanthropies. NGOs and their funders are negotiating “hybrid forms of governance” (Campbell et al. 2016, 531), private-public ventures often labeled as partnerships (Chan 2018), which bring funding and technology to support the drive to designate, implement, and monitor LSMPAs. In return, NGOs are able to demonstrate their effectiveness in securing ocean conservation, but they also sometimes gain authority over ocean space. In Kiribati, Conservation International and the New England Aquarium have seats on the board of directors for the Phoenix Islands Protected Area Conservation Trust (Mawyer and Jacka 2018). In Seychelles, The Nature Conservancy has a seat on the Seychelles Conservation and Climate Adaptation Trust (SeyCCAT) (Silver and Campbell 2018). These groups decide how finances will be allocated and to what kinds of activities, and thus influence state decision-making. Maps detailing NGO accomplishment only hint at the complexities in this kind “articulated” sovereignty (Lunstrum 2013).

LSMPAs as spaces of management

The final global LSMPA map (Figure 36.6) is made by Big Ocean, a peer learning network “created by managers for managers,” to support information exchange and communicate the value of LSMPAs to the broader conservation community (https://bigoceanmanagers.org/, as of April 17, 2020). Big Ocean has published a research agenda for LSMPAs (Wagner 2013) and cohosted a workshop on the human dimensions of LSMPAs (Christie et al. 2017). In partnership with the
IUCN World Commission on Protected Areas Large-Scale MPA Task Force, it published a guide for design and management of LSMPAs (Lewis et al. 2017). In emphasizing LSMPAs as spaces of management, Big Ocean pushes back on critiques that LSMPAs are “paper parks.” Big Ocean describes LSMPAs as the “greatest hope for achieving marine conservation goals such as the Convention on Biodiversity’s Aichi Target 11” and the leverage this affords, particularly when LSMPA managers act together: “The size of LSMPAs accentuates their inter-governmental and global significance; they can often affect international marine policies in ways that smaller scale MPAs cannot” (https://bigoceanmanagers.org/impact, as of April 17, 2020).

Figure 36.6 maps Big Ocean members. Members are marked as belonging to the network with infill (bright yellow in the color version, https://bigoceanmanagers.org/big-ocean-site-map, as of June 30, 2020) but also as distinct, with LSMPA names in the language of the site included on the map. The work of Big Ocean “enlivens” the LSMPA seascape as a social space, where managers cooperate, collaborate, and learn together. Relations among managers are simultaneously relations among states (LSMPA managers are representatives of national government agencies) and among island people linked through shared ocean values and sometimes histories. Although not exclusive to the Pacific Ocean and not all LSMPA managers are Pacific Islanders, the map with its artwork suggestive of wind or waves invokes a sense of Pacific Islands’ identity.

We engage Figure 36.6 informed by our broader understanding of LSMPAs and of Big Ocean. We co-organized the human dimensions’ workshop referenced earlier and have presented our research results to Big Ocean. But our engagement is also informed by anthropologist Epeli Hau’ofa’s (1994, 1998) essays on the need for a regional Oceanic identity that recognizes mobility and connection and is centered on the sea. He preferred the term Oceania to the more common label of Pacific Islands, a label that for him was connected “to an official world of states and nationalities” (Hau’ofa 1998, 402) and their interests. In contrast, “Oceania is a world of social networks that crisscross the ocean…. It is a world that we have created largely through our own efforts” (Hau’ofa 1998, 392). As we engage with Figure 36.6, we envision
LSMPA managers (rather than states) moving and connecting across space, focused on a shared commitment to safeguarding the oceans. However, Big Ocean also reflects the challenges Oceania faces within a political economic order based on “neocolonial dependency” and “patron states” (Hau’ofa 1998, 399). Many Big Ocean member sites are in island dependencies of former colonial powers, and Big Ocean has largely been funded by the US government. We read these tensions in the map, one that both reinforces territories of nation states while invoking an alternative space of oceans as connected, mobile, and dynamic, a “sea of islands” rather than “islands in the sea” (Hau‘ofa 1994).

Conclusions

In writing about US President George W. Bush’s decision in 2006 to establish what was then the largest MPA on the planet, Steinberg (2008, 2083) suggested there was “ample evidence to question the long-range social significance” of that action. With hindsight, we see the social significance in the repeated performance (37 times and counting) of LSMPAs. The proliferation of LSMPAs is a world-making project and mapping is key to that project. The map of progress toward global oceans conserved supports a new imaginative geography in which the construction of oceans as unpeopled or inexhaustible is replaced by oceans in need of and amenable to area-based conservation (see also Gray 2018). The map reinforces existing ocean governance by highlighting nation states and their EEZs. It also promotes the role of multilateral cooperation generally, and the CBD specifically; the value of targets-based governance generally, and Aichi Target 11 specifically. It centers islands, and particularly Pacific islands, as key to these efforts and makes them newly visible, both as Large Ocean States and as important players in global marine conservation efforts. Performance and process interact; each LSMPA inspires the next, as the global cache increases and achieving Aichi Target 11 comes closer to reality. Maps document LSMPA expansion and motivate LSMPA expansion; they are products of ocean conservation and productive of it.

Whether or not CBD Aichi Target 11 is reached by the 2020 deadline, the progress visualized in the map will be celebrated. But it will also be challenged, and an important challenge will come from conservationists committed to MPA expansion. They will draw on the MPA Atlas map that differentiates LSMPAs according to level of resource protection and legal status. Their goal is for more, more strictly protected MPAs, not in 10, but 30–50 percent of the ocean (Campbell and Gray 2019). Although they acknowledge the importance of LSMPAs in reaching Aichi Target 11 and in bringing attention to marine conservation, some conservationists are concerned that without remaking resources such that value accrues from non-extractive use, LSMPAs may be “paper parks” and their collection “just” a mapping project. We suggest these concerns reflect an understanding that a mapping project is never “just” that. Maps of progress toward “global oceans conserved” underwrite a new imaginative geography of oceans as increasingly conserved, and the power of that imaginative geography may undermine claims that further conservation is needed.

A processual understanding of mapping in critical cartography attends to the ontogenetic, i.e., how things become. The dominant global LSMPA map becomes though individual countries taking actions that, collectively, are counted toward a shared goal. The incremental addition of each new (and often larger) LSMPA to the map contributes to the performance of progress and inspires further action. We have also engaged in a map-making process to look for slippage in the dominant story of LSMPAs and propose alternative or modified stories. Our maps emerge (or become) from our research on the human dimensions of LSMPAs and our
interests in the politics of global marine conservation. These interests guided some technical choices in the mapping process, for example, our decision to categorize Cook Islands as a SIDS rather than a nation in “free association” with New Zealand. We wanted to recognize Cook Islands agency and sovereignty in Figure 36.3 more than we wanted to strengthen our critique of neocolonial oceans in Figure 36.4. By engaging as mapmakers, we gained new insights into research we have been conducting for over a decade; the maps we made sometimes challenged our assumptions about the LSMPA phenomenon, giving us direct experience with the power of mapping. However, we do not imply that our maps have power equal to those produced by NGOs, multilateral organizations, or management agencies. The world-making effects of our alternatives, published in a book for an academic audience of resource geographers, will be limited if they go no further.

Critical cartography directed us to reflect on our own mapping process. We mapped alternatives and then interrogated them by, for example, pointing out the ways our map of neocolonial oceans (Figure 36.4) obscures relations among particular LSMPAs, island governments, NGOs, and people, including Indigenous people. Doing so revealed our central concern about the LSMPAs world-making project: its scale. Although “world-making” does not imply a particular geographic or social scale, it is apt here given the size of LSMPAs and the global scope of the effort to conserve oceans. “The size of LSMPAs accentuates their inter-governmental and global significance” (https://bigoceanmanagers.org/impact, as of April 17, 2020), and part of that significance is that they can be mapped and made visible at a global scale. The map of progress toward “global oceans conserved” also performs “the global” as a relevant scale where conservation can be done and outcomes and impacts assessed. But just as a map of progress toward “global oceans conserved” obscures the various points of debate about LSMPAs, all global maps of LSMPAs—including those we produced—obscure the outcomes and experiences of individual LSMPAs, nationally and locally. Individual LSMPAs are the “outcomes of particular political processes and struggles” (Gray, Gruby, and Campbell 2014, 64) and succeed or fail in particular places. Their impacts on people, resources, and the marine environment will be multiple, complex, uneven, interacting and evolving, and place and context specific. A global map of LSMPAs cannot be the only way we understand LSMPAs as a world-making project. The world enacted in the global map has consequences in particular places.

Note

1 Our maps were made by cartographer Marie Puddister, Dept. of Geography, Environment & Geomatics, University of Guelph.
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